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Abstract
The effects of operator splitting on the wave solutions of the linearized shallow water equations have been investigated in
[A´. Havasi, Dispersion analysis of operator splittings in the linearized shallow water equations, in: I. Lirkov, S. Margenov, J.
Wasniewski (Eds.), Large-Scale Scientific Computing: 5th International Conference, LSSC 2005, Sozopol, Bulgaria, June 6–10,
2005, in: Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 3743, Springer, 2006] by directional decomposition of the sub-operators and by
the constant Coriolis parameter f . This – so-called f -plane – approximation does not allow the formation of Rossby waves, which
play a major role in the evolution of midlatitude weather systems. In this paper we apply β-plane approximation in the shallow
water equations and examine how the resulting Rossby-gravity waves are influenced by the separation of different physical effects
in some concrete splitting schemes.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Operator splitting is a decomposition technique, which is widely applied in the numerical solution of huge systems
of partial differential equations. It consists in replacing the original model with one in which the different sub-
processes of the described phenomenon take place successively in each time step.
An important area where splitting is often used is large-scale air pollution modelling. Results on the application of
splitting in transport-chemistry models can be found e.g. in [2–4]. Splitting can also be applied in dynamical (weather
prediction) models, where the hydro and thermodynamic variables of the atmosphere are predicted. In [5] the Strang
splitting and the method of approximate matrix factorization are applied to the linearized shallow water equations by
the constant Coriolis parameter f . In [1] the same model problem is used for testing the sequential, symmetrically
weighted sequential (SWS) and additive splittings. On the f -plane the linearized shallow water equations have three
types of solutions: two fast gravity waves and one slow advective mode. An important wave type, the so-called Rossby
wave is not present.
In this paper we investigate the wave solutions of the linearized shallow water equations on the β-plane. The
β-plane approximation, useful for the study of equatorial and midlatitude flows, assumes that the Coriolis parameter f
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varies linearly with latitude. Explicitly, the Coriolis parameter is given approximately by f = f (y) ≈ f (y0)+β(y0)y,
where y is the meridional distance from some fixed latitude y0, and β (from which the β-plane gets its name) is the
meridional gradient of f at that fixed latitude. The β-plane approximation already allows the formation of Rossby
waves.
In this paper we are interested in seeing how the different splitting methods affect the formation of Rossby
and inertial-gravity waves which is of great importance in the evolution of midlatitude synoptic systems. We also
investigate how the choice of the sub-problems in the splitting and the choice of the splitting method itself influence
the results.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the shallow water equations and their linearized form are
presented by using the β-plane approximation. In Section 3 we transform these equations into an ordinary differential
system, and introduce four possible decompositions of the coefficient matrix. On the basis of these decompositions
we apply different splitting methods to this problem, and give the formulae of the corresponding phase velocities
and frequencies. In Section 4 two characteristic properties of the wave solutions are examined and compared for the
sequential, symmetrically weighted sequential (SWS) and additive splittings: their phase velocities and their artificial
amplification or damping. Finally, in Section 5 the spectrum-approximation properties of the different splitting
schemes are investigated.
2. The shallow water equations on the β-plane
The shallow water equations describe motions in a shallow, incompressible, non-viscous fluid layer on the rotating
Earth. The derivation of the shallow water equations can be found e.g. in [6]. Let u and v denote the horizontal velocity
components, Φ – the geopotential height of the top boundary of the fluid and f = 2Ω sinφ – the Coriolis parameter,

































where x means the local east, while y — the local north. In order to take into account the changes of f with the







































where ζ = ∂v
∂x − ∂u∂y is the vorticity. We linearize Eqs. (4)–(6) by the method of small perturbations around a zonal
flow that satisfies the geostrophic condition














− f v′ = 0, (8)































where we assumed that the perturbation quantities denoted by apostrophes are small compared to the mean flow
variables denoted by upper bars. Moreover, according to the β-plane approximation, f = f (y0) = const. and
β = ∂ f
∂y (y0) = const.
We examine wave perturbations that are independent of y, i.e., we seek the solution of (8)–(10) in the form
u′(x, t) := uˆ(t)eikx , where uˆ(t) = Ue−ikct , (11)
v′(x, t) := vˆ(t)eikx , where vˆ(t) = V e−ikct , (12)
Φ′(x, t) := Φˆ(t)eikx , where Φˆ(t) = Fe−ikct . (13)
Here U , V and F are the amplitudes of the waves, k = 2pi/L is the wave number with wavelength L , and c is the
phase velocity. Substituting (11)–(13) into the linear system (8)–(10) and dividing the second equation by ik, we are
led to the so-called characteristic system for the determination of the unknown amplitudes U , V and F :
ik(u − c)U − f V + ikF = 0, (14)
f U + (ik(u − c)+ β
ik
)V = 0, (15)
ikΦU − u f V + ik(u − c)F = 0. (16)
Since (14)–(16) are a system of homogeneous linear algebraic equations, it has a non-trivial solution if and only if the
determinant of its coefficient matrix is zero. After some simplifications, this yields the dispersion relation
[β − k2(u − c)][Φ − (u − c)2] − f 2(u − c) = − f 2u. (17)
This equation of the third degree has three solutions for c. The first one is the phase velocity of a Rossby wave,
modified by the gravitational force, which is approximately
cR ≈ u − β + f
2u/Φ
k2 + f 2/Φ . (18)
The other two phase velocities belong to fast inertial-gravity waves and are to a good approximation equal to






In order to define a mean geopotential, we consider a homogeneous atmosphere (i.e., one in which the density ρ is
independent of height). Then
p0 = ρRT 0 = ρgH = ρΦ, (20)
where p0 is the average surface pressure, T 0 — the average surface temperature, and H — the average height of the
atmosphere. From (20) we have the relation
Φ = RT 0. (21)
If L = 5000 km (a typical wavelength of synoptic systems), u = 10 m/s and φ = 45◦, then at a temperature of
T 0 = 273 K the mean geopotential is Φ = RT 0 = 78351 m2/s2, and the exact solutions of (17) are
cR = −0.21 m/s, c1 = 301.62 m/s, c2 = −281.64 m/s. (22)
Since these phase velocities are, to a good approximation, purely real (the imaginary parts are of the order of
10−11 m/s), the three waves propagate with constant amplitudes. Our aim is to apply different operator splitting
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techniques for system (4)–(6) by the above parameter set, and examine how the separation of different physical effects
by these splittings influences the phase velocities and amplitudes of both the Rossby and inertial-gravity waves given
in (22).
3. Operator splitting techniques
In order to apply operator splitting to the linearized shallow water equations, first we transform (8)–(10) into a
more convenient form. For solutions of the form qˆ(t)eikx , qˆ(t) = (uˆ(t), vˆ(t), hˆ(t)) system (8)–(10) is equivalent to






uik − f ikf uik + β
ik
0
Φik −u f uik
 (24)
is split into a sum of two sub-matrices, A1 and A2.
There are a few possible decompositions of matrix A based on dynamical considerations, i.e., on the basis of
attaching its elements to the main physical processes and acting forces that are present: advection, Earth’s rotation (or
the Coriolis force, in other words) and gravity (including its indirect influence through compressibility of the shallow
water fluid). We divided the elements of A into the following categories:
1. elements of inertial type: f,− f, βik ;
2. elements of advective type: uik,−u f ;
3. elements of gravitational type: Φik, ik.
(It is important to remark that the above three categories are not unique, since for example we cannot make a clear
difference whether the term ∂Φ/∂y = − f u is of inertial, advectional or gravitational type.)
On the basis of these categories we define the following decompositions of matrix A:
1. splitting the elements of inertial type from the other elements:
A1 = −




 , A2 = −
uik 0 ik0 uik 0
Φik −u f uik
 ; (25)
2. splitting the elements of advective type from the other elements:
A1 = −




 , A2 = −
uik 0 00 uik 0
0 −u f uik
 ; (26)
3. splitting the elements of gravitational type from the other elements:
A1 = −
uik − f 0f uik + β
ik
0
0 −u f uik
 , A2 = −
 0 0 ik0 0 0
Φik 0 0
 . (27)
From a geometrical point of view it may also be reasonable to separate the terms containing x-derivatives from the
other terms. Therefore we will also examine the following decomposition:
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4.
A1 = −
0 − f 0f β
ik
0
0 −u f 0
 , A2 = −
uik 0 ik0 uik 0
Φik 0 uik
 . (28)
For the application of splitting we first divide the time axis into sub-intervals of length τ , the so-called splitting time
step. Denote the nth time level by tn , and let qˆ(tn) be arbitrary. The simplest splitting method is the sequential splitting,










qˆ(2)(tn) = qˆ(1)(tn + τ),
(30)
and the splitting solution at tn+1 is defined as qˆsp(tn+1) := qˆ(2)(tn + τ).
If a function qˆsp(tn), n = 1, 2, . . . is a solution to problem (29) and (30) then
qˆsp(tn + τ) = eA2τ eA1τ qˆsp(tn). (31)
Let us look for the solution of Eq. (31) in the form
qˆsp(tn) = qe−ikcsptn , (32)
where q = const ∈ R3. By substituting (32) into (31), we are led to the equality
qe−ikcsp(tn+τ) = eA2τ eA1τqe−ikcsptn . (33)
Dividing the two sides by e−ikcsptn we obtain that
e−ikcspτq = eA2τ eA1τq. (34)
Consequently, qe−ikcsptn is a solution of (31) if and only if e−ikcspτ is an eigenvalue of the matrix eA2τ eA1τ , and the
values of csp are
csp, j = ln λ j (Mseq)kτ i, j = 1, 2, 3, (35)
where Mseq stands for the product of matrix exponentials eA2τ eA1τ and λ j , j = 1, 2, 3 for its eigenvalues. Here csp, j
describes the phase velocities of the three types of wave solutions obtained by the application of operator splitting,
therefore they will be called numerical phase velocities. The values ωsp := kcsp, j are the frequencies of the waves
modified by splitting, and are called numerical frequencies. The imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies inform
us about the possible amplification/damping caused by splitting.
Other traditional splitting methods are the Marchuk–Strang splitting [8] and the symmetrically weighted sequential
(SWS) splitting [9,3,10]. A recently re-developed splitting method is the additive splitting [11]. Here we give the
corresponding matrices, by which Mseq should be replaced when the latter three splitting methods are applied:
– Marchuk–Strang (MS) splitting: MMS = eA1 τ2 eA2τ eA1 τ2 ,
– SWS splitting: MSWS = 12eA2τ eA1τ + 12eA1τ eA2τ ,
– additive splitting: Madd = eA2τ + eA1τ − I .
It has been shown in [1] that the sequential and MS splittings are spectrally equivalent methods, which implies that
these splittings will result in the same numerical phase velocities and frequencies. Therefore, we will not deal with the
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Fig. 1. The phase velocities of the Rossby waves by Decompositions 1–4.
MS splitting in the sequel. Our aim is to compare the numerical phase velocities csp, j and the imaginary parts of the
numerical frequencies ωsp, j obtained in the sequential, SWS and additive splittings – by all the four decompositions
(25)–(28) – with their exact values.
4. Numerical comparisons
In this part we investigate both the phase velocities csp, j and the imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies
ωsp, j , obtained by the different splittings. In the comparisons we use the parameter set given in Section 2, namely
L = 5 × 106 m, φ = 45◦, Φ = 78351 m2/s2, u = 10 m/s, g = 9.8 m/s2. The splitting time step should be
comparable with the period of the fastest wave. Since the period of the fastest exact wave solution (c1 = 301.62 m/s)
is T = 2pi/(c1k) = 276.3 min, the following splitting time steps were used: τ = 120 min, 60 min, 30 min, 15 min.
The computations were done in Matlab.
4.1. Numerical phase velocities
We examined the effect of splitting on the phase velocities of both the Rossby and inertial-gravity waves.
The results for the Rossby waves are presented in Fig. 1.
For Decomposition 2 all the splitting methods perform very well, even for bigger time steps. This means that
advection can be split from the other physical effects without significant reduction of the accuracy. As for the other
three decompositions, the smallest errors are obtained for the sequential splitting, although for longer time steps too
low speeds are obtained for Decompositions 3 and 4. The SWS splitting only gives good results for small time steps.
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Fig. 2. The phase velocities of the inertial-gravity waves by Decompositions 1–4.
The additive splitting gives unacceptably big errors, and for Decompositions 1 and 4 it even fails to describe correctly
the sign of the velocity.
The results for the inertial-gravity waves are plotted in Fig. 2.
We can establish that the results are similarly good for all the four decompositions and all the splitting methods,
only the additive splitting gives slightly worse results. So, the gravity waves are not so sensitive to the application of
operator splitting as the Rossby wave.
4.2. Artificial amplification and damping
As mentioned earlier, the exact wave solutions of (8)–(10) are neither amplified, nor damped, since the exact
frequencies ω j = c jk are purely real. Therefore it is desirable that the numerical frequencies ωsp,j are also closer to
zero. The positive imaginary parts express amplification, while the negative imaginary parts express damping of the
wave solutions.
Tables 1–4 show the imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies obtained for the four decompositions and
all the applied splitting methods. The best results with practically zero amplification/damping were obtained for
the sequential splitting. For the SWS splitting we found amplification for Decompositions 1, 3 and 4, while for
Decomposition 2 in the case of smaller time steps damping for the Rossby wave and amplification for the gravity
waves. The least accurate results were obtained again for the additive splitting. The Rossby waves are always amplified
by this method, the gravity waves are damped, but for Decomposition 2 both amplification and damping occur for the
gravity waves.
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Table 1
Imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies obtained for the different splittings for Decomposition 1
τ (min) Sequential SWS Additive
120 −4.10E−18 3.77E−5 1.00E−4
1.18E−17 1.86E−5 −7.35E−6
−1.18E−17 1.91E−5 −2.62E−6
60 −3.52E−18 6.65E−6 3.81E−5
−1.22E−17 3.34E−6 −1.21E−5
−1.21E−17 3.32E−6 −1.18E−5
30 −3.57E−18 9.19E−7 1.81E−5
−1.22E−17 4.61E−7 −8.46E−6
−1.22E−17 4.58E−7 −7.43E−6
15 −3.21E−18 1.18E−7 8.92E−6
−1.13E−17 5.92E−8 −4.59E−6
−1.13E−17 5.88E−8 −3.96E−6
The first value in each cell corresponds to the Rossby wave, and the second and third values to the inertial-gravity waves.
Table 2
Imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies obtained for the different splittings for Decomposition 2
τ (min) Sequential SWS Additive
120 1.05E−17 −3.31E−9 9.82E−7
−8.97E−18 −1.42E−9 −7.09E−6
−8.97E−18 −1.47E−9 5.29E−6
60 1.05E−17 −6.63E−10 4.90E−7
−8.94E−18 9.46E−11 −1.22E−5
−8.88E−18 9.07E−11 1.30E−5
30 1.05E−17 −9.26E−11 2.45E−7
−8.51E−18 3.51E−11 −7.90E−6
−8.64E−18 3.81E−11 8.11E−6
15 1.02E−17 −1.18E−11 1.22E−7
−9.13E−18 5.42E−12 −4.21E−6
−9.38E−18 5.83E−12 4.25E−6
The first value in each cell corresponds to the Rossby wave, and the second and third values to the inertial-gravity waves.
Table 3
Imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies obtained for the different splittings for Decomposition 3
τ (min) Sequential SWS Additive
120 2.21E−18 3.77E−5 9.77E−5
9.31E−18 1.83E−5 4.05E−6
9.30E−18 1.94E−5 −1.48E−5
60 2.19E−18 6.67E−6 3.76E−5
9.38E−18 3.22E−6 −2.85E−7
9.34E−18 3.44E−6 −2.31E−5
30 2.22E−18 9.21E−7 1.78E−5
8.88E−18 4.45E−7 −8.52E−7
8.88E−18 4.76E−7 −1.50E−5
15 1.60E−18 1.18E−7 8.82E−6
8.14E−18 5.71E−8 −5.27E−7
8.14E−18 6.11E−8 −8.03E−6
The first value in each cell corresponds to the Rossby wave, and the second and third values to the inertial-gravity waves.
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Table 4
Imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies obtained for the different splittings for Decomposition 4
τ (min) Sequential SWS Additive
120 −4.13E−18 3.77E−5 1.00E−4
−1.20E−17 1.94E−5 −7.56E−6
−1.21E−17 1.83E−5 −2.33E−6
60 −3.76E−18 6.67E−6 3.81E−5
−1.25E−17 3.45E−6 −1.21E−5
−1.25E−17 3.22E−6 −1.19E−5
30 −3.45E−18 9.21E−7 1.81E−5
−1.21E−17 4.76E−7 −8.46E−6
−1.22E−17 4.45E−7 −7.49E−6
15 −3.70E−18 1.18E−7 8.94E−6
−1.18E−17 6.11E−8 −4.59E−6
−1.21E−17 5.71E−8 −3.97E−6
The first value in each cell corresponds to the Rossby wave, and the second and third values to the inertial-gravity waves.
5. Spectrum approximation of splitting schemes
In the results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 it may be surprising that the sequential splitting gave better results
than the SWS splitting, even if the SWS splitting is a second-order splitting scheme, while the sequential splitting is
of only first order. Since the studied wave characteristics are related to the eigenvalues of the time-stepping matrices
of the corresponding splitting methods, it is worth having a closer look at the so-called spectrum-approximation
properties of these matrices.
Let M = e(A1+A2)τ . The exact frequencies ω j of the wave solutions of (23) depend directly on the eigenvalues
λ j (M), j = 1, 2, 3. The ability of a splitting method with time-stepping matrix Mspl to approximate well the values
of ω j depends on how close λ j (Mspl) are to λ j (M). The closeness of the eigenvalues is measured by some chosen
vector norm of the difference λ(M) − λ(Mspl), where λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3). The higher order of the SWS splitting in
comparison with the sequential splitting means that ‖M − MSWS‖ tends to zero faster than ‖M − Mseq‖ does as
τ → 0. Consequently, for a sufficiently small τ , the relation ‖M − MSWS‖ ≤ ‖M − Mseq‖ is valid. However, now
we are interested in the relation between ‖λ(M) − λ(MSWS)‖ and ‖λ(M) − λ(Mseq)‖. This is not a trivial question,
since the eigenvalues are continuous, but not differentiable in the matrix entries and may behave erratically.












and evaluated the matrices M = eA+B , Mseq = eAeB and MSWS = 0.5(eAeB + eBeA), which correspond to the
choice τ = 1. Here
‖M − Mseq‖ = 2.644× 106 (37)
and
‖M − MSWS‖ = 9.011× 105. (38)
(We used the spectral matrix norm (i.e., that indicated by the l2-norm of vectors) as the one which is in closest relation
with the eigenvalues of the matrices.) We see that
‖M − MSWS‖ < ‖M − Mseq‖, (39)
which is according to our expectation. However, for the differences between the eigenvalues we obtained the following
results:
‖λ(M)− λ(Mseq)‖ = 6.147× 105 (40)
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Table 5
Matrix differences and eigenvalue differences in norm for the sequential and SWS splittings for (36)
τ ‖M − Mseq‖ ‖M − MSWS‖ ‖λ(M)− λ(Mseq)‖ ‖λ(M)− λ(MSWS)‖
1 2.64E+06 9.01E+05 6.15E+05 6.71E+05
1E−1 1.29E−01 1.07E−02 8.36E−04 2.33E−03
1E−2 5.24E−04 4.75E−06 2.46E−07 9.77E−07
1E−3 4.82E−06 4.40E−09 2.26E−10 9.04E−10
1E−4 4.78E−08 4.36E−12 2.24E−13 8.97E−13
1E−5 4.77E−10 4.42E−15 2.22E−16 8.01E−16
1E−6 4.77E−12 2.22E−16 2.48E−16 2.22E−16
1E−7 4.77E−14 2.22E−16 2.48E−16 3.14E−16
1E−8 4.57E−16 2.22E−16 3.33E−16 2.22E−16
and
‖λ(M)− λ(MSWS)‖ = 6.713× 105, (41)
i.e.,
‖λ(M)− λ(MSWS)‖ > ‖λ(M)− λ(Mseq)‖. (42)
We also examined the above norms by decreasing values of τ , which are shown in Table 5.
The second and third columns show that MSWS approximates M to a higher degree than Mseq does. However, this
is not true for the eigenvalues (columns 4 and 5). Here the errors are of the same magnitude, but the sequential splitting
performs slightly better.
So, in the studied example the spectrum of Mseq approximates the spectrum of M better than the spectrum of
MSWS does. It is even more surprising that we obtained the same relation as under (42) (or in some cases, equality)
for a thousand randomly chosen matrix pairs A and B. (A reverse relation was only found in such cases where the
values were in the magnitude of the machine precision.) In the absence of any real counter-example, we suspect that
for arbitrary two matrices the relation
‖λ(M)− λ(MSWS)‖ ≥ ‖λ(M)− λ(Mseq)‖ (43)
holds. However, because of the complicated dependence of the eigenvalues on the matrix entries we have to leave the
proof of this suspicion as an open problem.
The wrong behaviour of the additive splitting does not come as a surprise. Note that while for the scalar equivalent
of the SWS splitting
ea+b = eaeb = 1
2
(eaeb + ebea) for any a, b ∈ IR, (44)
the relation
ea+b = ea + eb − 1 (45)
for the additive splitting is not usually true. Numerical experiments with matrices also showed that the spectrum-
approximation property of the additive splitting is worse than that of the SWS and sequential splittings.
6. Conclusions
We investigated the effects of operator splitting on the wave solutions of the linearized shallow water equations
on the β-plane without spatial discretization. The wave solutions of the system include one Rossby wave and two
inertial-gravity waves, all of which are important from a synoptic point of view. The sub-problems of the splitting were
defined on a physical or geometrical basis. Four possible decompositions were examined ((25)–(28)), in combination
with the sequential, symmetrically weighted sequential (SWS) and additive splittings. We did not deal with the
Marchuk–Strang (MS) splitting since it had been proved to give the same results as the sequential splitting.
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We examined two important characteristics of the wave solutions: their phase velocities and their artificial
amplification or damping. The phase velocities of the gravity waves were practically insensitive to the choice of the
decomposition and the splitting method. However, the Rossby waves were sometimes significantly modified. When
advection terms were split from the others, all the considered splitting methods performed very well. For the remaining
three decompositions, the smallest errors were obtained for the sequential splitting, while the additive splitting gave
unacceptably big errors. As for the amplification/damping, the best results were again obtained for the sequential
splitting, and the worst results for the additive splitting.
The surprisingly good behaviour of the first-order sequential splitting in comparison with the second-order SWS
splitting, such as the bad behaviour of the additive splitting can probably be explained by the good/bad spectrum-
approximation properties of the different splitting schemes, which we analysed on some simple examples of matrices.
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